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A Game of Elemental Strategy
By Alessio Cavatore
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Welcome to Loka, a game of elemental strategy. Loka is a game for 
four players, organised in two 2-player teams. Each player controls an 
army of elemental warriors that will do battle, with the objective of 
destroying both enemy kings while protecting their own king and the 
king of their ally.  

In the world of Loka, the Armies of Good 
(Earth and Air) are allied against the Armies 
of Evil (Fire and Water). This is mirrored 
in the gaming board, as you can see in the 
diagram below, where each player sits facing 
their respective ally (Earth/Green opposite 
Air/Yellow and Fire/Red opposite Water/
Blue), forming a cruciform battlefield.

Loka can also be played by two or three 
players, but as it plays best with four,  
we are going to give you the rules for the 
four-player version first, in all its glory.  

The three- and two-player versions are 
explained later in separate appendices  
on page 16. 

And that’s not all – on the back of the 
Loka board you will find a traditional 
chessboard, on which you can play normal 
chess, as well as several Loka variants.  
A further appendix, also on page 16, 
covers the variant rules for games  
played on the traditional chessboard. 
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Loka is based on chess and its gaming pieces 
are the same as chess and move exactly like in 
chess. These rules assume you know the rules 
of chess, but if you don’t, they are presented 
on page 18 for your convenience. 

However, as Loka is a four-player game, 
there are a few important differences 
between the core rules of Loka and chess, 
and they are listed here:

•	 As there are no Black and White pieces, 
you must roll a die to decide who goes  
first (more about this later).

•	 To win the game, both enemy Kings must 
be taken. They are taken just like any other 
piece, so there is no check, checkmate or 
stalemate. Also, when a King is taken, all of 
the pieces in his army disappear, often leaving 
the allied army in a difficult situation. 

•	 There is no castling. 

•	 There is no en-passant. 

•	 Pawns that are deployed in the third row 
(as explained later) cannot move two 
squares for their first move. Only pawns 
that start the game in the second row can 
move two squares for their first move.

•	 Pawns are promoted when they reach one 
of the six squares directly in front or one 
of the three squares opposite them on each 
‘wing’ of the enemy areas (the diagram 
below shows, as an example, the squares 
where red pawns are promoted). 

 Of course a pawn cannot get to the squares 
in the ‘wings’ by moving straight forward. 
It might, however, get there by taking 
enemy pieces diagonally.

Red Pawn promotion squares 
are indicated by the red ticks.

Loka Core Rules
Green Army  
(Earth)

Red Army  
(Fire)

Yellow Army  
(Air)

Blue Army  
(Water)
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Select armies 
During this phase, both teams secretly 
decide what pieces to recruit into each of 
their armies, writing down their choices on a 
sheet of paper. This is done in secret, so that 
the opponents do not know what pieces they 
are going to face. 

In a basic game of Loka, each player has a 
total of 160 points available to spend, with 
which he must buy the pieces he wants to 
use in the game. So, each team comprises 
of two armies worth 160 points each. We 
chose 160 as a limit as that allows you a good 
number of permutations of the basic Loka 
set of pieces.

Each piece is worth a certain amount of 
points, as shown in the following chart:

 Piece Cost in Points 

 King 0 points 

 Queens 90 points each 

 Rooks 50 points each 

 Bishops 40 points each 

 Knights 30 points each 

 Pawns 10 points each 

Example:  
Your 160-points army could consist of 
a Queen (90 pts), a Bishop (40 pts) and 
three Pawns (3x10=30 pts). Queens are 
very powerful pieces, but very expensive! 
If you didn’t use a Queen, you could 
instead field a Rook (50 pts), a Bishop 
(40 pts), a Knight (30 pts), and four 
Pawns (40 pts).

Game Sequence
A game of Loka follows this sequence:

 1) Strategy & Army Selection

 2) Set-up Terrain

 3) Deploy Armies

 4) Fight!

Let’s examine each step of the game sequence 
in more detail:

1)               Strategy &  
Army Selection

agree team strategy 
First of all you must form two 2-man teams. 
One team will control Fire and Water, 
while the other team will control Earth and 
Air. Normally it’s better to put the best 
and the worst player in the same team to 
balance things out, but of course you might 
also decide the composition of the teams 
randomly, or in any other way you like. 

To win the game your team needs to 
destroy both enemy kings. Keeping this 
in mind, after the team have been formed, 
each team should take a few minutes to 
discuss how they are going to achieve 
victory. Having a clear plan is important, 
as once the game starts (see page 10), 
players are no longer allowed to discuss 
among themselves anything to do with the 
game, in fact any form of game-related 
communication is forbidden! This is because 
in the rage of battle, the allied armies must 
try to implement the battleplan as best as 
they can… and no plan ever survives contact 
with the enemy! 
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There are three restrictions to your choice:

•	 One	King!	
 Each player’s army must always include  

one King (representing the army’s general,  
in other words yourself!), and can only 
include one. 

•	 nO	(s)pawning!	
 Each player’s army can include  

a maximum of 10 Pawns.

•	 enOugh	is	enOugh!	
 The maximum number of pieces  

in an army is 16.

After getting acquainted with the rules of 
Loka, players can of course decide to play 
with more points in their armies, or fewer.  
A 250 points army allows you to use  
the full contents of the basic Loka box. 
And you can combine the pieces of two 
basic Loka boxes, or acquire more Loka 
pieces (available as separate sets) to increase 
the size of the game and thus the available 
combinations of pieces. 

A 300, 400 or even 500 points army gives 
you a wider choice of pieces and tactics. 
Alternatively, you may also decide to play 
with an uneven amount of points, if some 
players are more experienced than others. 

Below is an example army. This is a well-
balanced army, which you should feel free 
to use yourselves as an example force when 
first learning the game.

example	army
	
 1 King  0 points

 1 Rook  50 points

 1 Bishop 40 points

 1 Knight 30 points

 4 Pawns 40 points

 ToTal 160 points

The example army arrayed for battle using models belonging to the Earth element.
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2)               Set-Up  
Terrain

After having selected the armies, but before 
putting your pieces on the board, you 
must randomly place four terrain tiles on 
the board. The set of terrain in basic Loka 
includes the following nine terrain tiles: 
Castle, Forest, Lake, Eyrie, Swamp, Stone 
Circle, Mountain Pass and Magic Portal 
(x2). First shuffle all nine of the tiles and 
place them face down on the table next to 
the board. Then, a randomly selected player 
picks one tile at random (yes, you are  
slightly more likely to draw a Magic Portal) 
and places it in the 6x6 square area directly 
in front of his own board edge. This is done 
as follows:

Roll a D6 (six-sided die) twice. The result of 
the first die indicates one of the columns – a 
result of 1 indicates the first column (from 
your left), a 2 indicates the second column, 
and so on.  

The second result indicates one of the rows 
– a result of 1 indicates the first row (the one 
nearest to you), a 2 indicates the second row, 
and so on. Cross-referencing the two results 
indicates a single square, as shown in the 
diagram below, and you place the selected 
terrain tile there. 

Once the first terrain tile is in place, the next 
player (going around the board clockwise) 
must place the second terrain tile, by once 
again picking a random tile and then rolling 
the D6 twice to place it, as described above. 

Then the third player places the third  
tile and finally the last player places a  
fourth tile.

If you roll the same position as a previously 
placed tile, you must discard the roll and roll 
again twice to determine a new position for 
the tile you are placing.

The Fire player rolls a 3 on his first roll and a 4 on his second roll, so the terrain tile is placed as shown.
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Exception:  
Magic Portals always come in pairs. 
If you draw and place a Magic Portal, 
then the enemy player whose board 
edge is furthest away from the position 
of the first portal must immediately 
(and out of sequence) place the second 
portal in the 6x6 square in front of 
him, just as if he was placing a terrain 
tile normally. Placing this second 
Magic Portal does not count as placing 
a tile for that player, and the sequence 
of placing terrain tiles then continues 
as normal, so at the end of the process 
the board will include five tiles  
instead of four.

During the game, these tiles cannot be 
taken or moved by any player. They are 
effectively part of the board and represent 
terrain features of the battlefield itself. 
Each terrain tile has a special effect on 
the game, and these effects are explained 
later. It is worth noting that Knights may 
always jump over any terrain tile in the 
same was as they can jump over other 
pieces, ignoring the terrain’s effects.

The diagram below shows an example 
of a game board after placing the terrain 
tiles. Feel free to use this as a basic  
set-up the first time you try the game.  
Also feel free to use more or fewer 
terrain tiles, if you prefer. 

An example of a game board after placing the terrain tiles.
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Castle

Any piece can move into or through this 
square, treating it as empty. 

However, any piece that is defending a 
Castle gets one Terrain Defence boost, 
except for Kings and Queens, which 
get two Terrain Defence boosts when 
defending a Castle (see combat rules).

Mountain Pass

Any piece can move into or through this 
square by moving vertically along the  
column occupied by the mountain pass, 
from one ‘exit’ to the other (the pass is 
always placed with the two ends of the path 
facing the player that places the tile and his 
ally). No diagonal or horizontal movement 
is allowed through this square. Knights, 
however, can jump into a Mountain Pass 
tile, regardless of their position.

In addition, a piece that is defending a 
Mountain Pass gets two Terrain Defence 
boosts (see combat rules), except if the 
attacker is a Knight, in which case no 
Terrain Defence boost applies – death  
from above!

Eyrie

Only Knights can move into this square, no 
other pieces can move into or through the 
square. In other words other pieces treat  
the square as occupied by a friendly piece. 

In addition, a Knight that is defending an 
Eyrie gets one Terrain Defence boost  
(see combat rules). 

Swamp

Any piece can move into this square, but 
their move ends as soon as they enter this 
square. The piece can then move out of the 
square as normal in any following turn. 
When entering the square (including as a 
result of a combat), the piece rolls a D12. 
On a result of 1 the piece disappears in the 
mists (or is devoured by a many-tentacled 
beast…) and is removed from the game. 
On any other result, it is safe. No roll is 
necessary for pieces to deploy into the 
square – they had time to carefully find  
their way into the swamp. 

In addition, a piece that is defending a 
Swamp gets one Terrain Defence boost  
(see combat rules). 

EFFECTS oF TERRAin TiLES
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Lake

No piece can move into or through this 
square – all pieces treat the square as 
occupied by a friendly piece.

Magic Portals

Any piece can move into or through this 
square, treating it as empty. 

However, if a piece starts its move in this 
square, it can move to the second portal on 
the board instead of making a normal move, 
provided that the second portal is not 
occupied by a friendly piece. If the second 
portal is defended by an enemy piece, this 
counts as initiating a combat, as described 
later (and Pawns can attack through a 
portal as if they were moving diagonally 
to attack). As pieces can attack an enemy 
through a portal, they can also support 
through it, both in attack and defence.

In addition, a Bishop that start its move 
on a Magic Portal can move to the second 
portal, as above, and then, only if the 
second portal is free of enemies, execute a 
normal move on the board, as if it started 
its move from the second portal’s square.

Forest

Only Pawns can move into or through this 
square, all other pieces cannot move into 
or through the square. In other words other 
pieces treat the square as occupied by a 
friendly piece. 

In addition, a Pawn that is defending a  
Forest gets one Terrain Defence boost  
(see combat rules).

Stone Circle

Only Rooks can move into or through this 
square, all other pieces cannot move into 
or through the square. In other words other 
pieces treat the square as occupied by a 
friendly piece. 

In addition, a Rook that is defending a  
Stone Circle gets one Terrain Defence  
boost (see combat rules).
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Deployment Rules
While deploying your army, the following 
restrictions apply: 

1. King first! The King must be placed first, 
anywhere in the first row (the one nearest to 
the player). 

2. Nobles next! Queens, Rooks, Bishops 
and Knights are deployed next, in any 
order. So, for example, you can deploy two 
Knights, then a Bishop, then a Rook, then 
another Knight, then a Queen, then another 
Rook, etc. 

3)               Deploy  
Armies

After setting up the terrain, the players take 
the pieces they have chosen for their army 
and arrange them in front of themselves, 
just outside the board for the other players 
to see. 

Important:  
From this point onwards, the players are no 
longer allowed to discuss anything to do with 
the game, such as suggesting moves to their 
team mate or criticising an enemy’s move. 
All forms of game-related communication 
are banned, including telepathy!

All players then roll a D20 (twenty-sided 
die) to decide who will deploy first. The 
player rolling the lowest result deploys his 
King first on the board, according to the 
Deployment Rules below.

The next player clockwise around the board 
then places his King, according to the same 
rules, on his side of the board. Then the third 
and the fourth player do so.

The players then go around the board 
clockwise deploying one piece at a time, 
following the Deployment Rules  
given below. 

So player A will deploy one of his pieces, 
then B will deploy one of his, then C,  
then D, then again A, then B, and so on  
until all pieces have been deployed.

If a player finishes deploying all of his pieces 
before other players, the other players 
continue to deploy their pieces and he simply 
skips his chance to deploy, until all players 
have placed all of their pieces on the board. 

Note that, just like in chess, once you pick 
up one of your pieces you must deploy it, 
and once you let go of a piece you may not 
change where you have deployed it (unless  
in either case you’re violating the 
deployment rules).
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Deployment and Terrain Tiles
Pieces cannot be deployed on squares 
occupied by a terrain tile they cannot 
normally move into – they treat 
such terrain tiles as squares already 
occupied by friendly pieces.

These pieces are also placed in the first row, 
until the first row has been completely filled. 
Then they can be placed anywhere in the 
second row. None of these pieces can be 
placed in the third row until the second  
row has been completely filled.

3. Pawns last, at the front! Once all other 
pieces have been placed, pawns are deployed 
following the same rules for the ‘Nobility’, 
except that Pawns may never be deployed 
in the first row, even if there still are empty 
squares there.

These armies have been  
set up and are now ready 
to begin the fight! 
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 Number of Boosts None 1 2 3 4 5 or more

 Die rolled D4 D6 D8 D12 D20 Super D20!* 

Normally, this die is a D4, but there are a 
number of boosts (see below) that allow 
your piece to upgrade the die that is being 
rolled to a more powerful one. The order of 
power for the dice of Loka is as follows:

D4 D6 D8 D12 D20

Each boost you accumulate increases the 
power of the attack, allowing you to use 
a die that is better than the one you are 
using. Thus a D4 can be upgraded to a D6 
by a single boost, or upgraded to a D8 by 
two boosts, or upgraded to a D12 by three 
boosts, or upgraded to a D20 by four boosts. 
It can be upgraded further, but we’ll get to 
that later (see page 14). 

4)               FiGHT!

After the armies have been deployed, each 
player rolls a D20. The player rolling the 
highest result will take the first move. 

Players continue to take one move each, in 
clockwise order, until a team wins the game 
by killing both enemy kings. Pieces move like 
in chess, with the exceptions already noted 
in the Loka Core Rules, and the additional 
combat rules, which work as follows. 

In Loka, when a piece moves into a square 
occupied by an enemy (as for taking an 
enemy piece in chess), we refer to it as 
‘the attacker’, while we call the enemy ‘the 
defender’. After declaring the attacking 
move, both players roll a die for their piece.

Combat Boosts

Charge!	
The attacker always gets one boost for 
having moved against the defender. 

prOwess	
The combat effectiveness of pieces is 
ranked based on their cost in points, in the 
following order – Queen, Rook, Bishop, 
Knight, Pawn, King. If a piece is fighting an 
enemy of a lower rank of prowess, it gets 
one boost. 

attaCK	suppOrt
The attacker gets one boost for each 
friendly piece that can lend Attack 
Support. In order to lend Attack Support, 
friendly pieces need to be in a position 
where they would also be able to move 
into the defender’s square and thus attack 
the same defender. 

In other words, they also could have been 
the attacker, if you had chosen to move 
them in instead of the actual attacker. 

DefenCe	suppOrt
The defender gets one boost for each 
friendly piece that can lend Defence 
Support. In order to lend Defence 
Support, friendly pieces need to be in 
a position where they would be able to 
move into the defender’s square in their 
next move, assuming the defender is no 
longer there and has been replaced by 
an enemy (in other words, they are in a 
position to ‘avenge the defender’ in their 
next turn). 

terrain	DefenCe	
The defender gets one boost if it is 
occupying a terrain tile. Some terrain tiles 
may even offer two boosts, as described in 
their rules.
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outcomes of combat
After working out which die he must roll, 
each player rolls his die and then the results 
are compared. We find it more entertaining 
if the player with the weakest die rolls first.  
This tense die roll leads to one of the 
following outcomes:

•  The attacker scores higher than the defender: 
The defender is slain and removed from 
the board. The attacker is moved into 
the defender’s former square and its 
move is over. This outcome is the same 
as a normal, default result in a game of 
traditional chess. 

•  The defender scores equal to or higher than the 
attacker: The attacker has been repulsed 
and effectively wastes a move, remaining 
where it was. In addition, if the attacker 
rolled a 1, it is instead slain by the 
defender and removed from the board!  
In either case, the attacker’s move is over. 

•  Both players roll a 1: Mutual annihilation – 
both pieces are removed from the board! 
The attacker’s move is over. 

The diagram below shows an example  
of combat.

The yellow Pawn is attacking the blue Pawn. The attacker gets an Attack Support from the Queen and 
the Knight, for a total of three boosts (Charge! boost and two Attack Supports), so it rolls a D12.   
The blue Pawn, the defender, gets two Defence Support (from Bishop and Knight), and will therefore 
roll a D8.  If the player had decided to attack with the Knight instead, it would have got one extra 
boost from the Prowess of the Knight being higher than the Pawn’s, so he would have rolled a D20 
rather than a D12 (though of course, it would have risked a Knight rather than a Pawn). 
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It is Red turn to move and he calls a ‘Back to back’ move, so the two Pawns are swapped around. 
Red’s move is over. 

Allied pieces
The pieces that belong to your team-mate 
(i.e. the allied army) are treated exactly like 
yours, except that you cannot move them. 
This means that you cannot attack them, 
and that they lend both Attack and Defence 
Support to your pieces and vice-versa. There 
is one exception to the rule that you cannot 
move the allied pieces, and we refer to it as 
the ‘Back to back’ move. 

BaCK	tO	BaCK
If one of your Pawns is facing off against an 
allied Pawn, you can execute a special move 
and simply swap the two Pawns around, so 
that now they are out of each other’s way 
(see the diagram below). This is similar to 
castling in normal chess, in the sense that it 
allows two pieces to move simultaneously. 
Either player can of course make a ‘Back to 
back’ move as his move.

Super D20!
If a piece receives five or more boosts,  
it still rolls a D20. However, if the 
player is unhappy with the result of the 
D20 after having seen the opponent’s 
roll, he can re-roll the die. This second 
results stands, even if it’s worse than 
the first. 

If both the attacker and the defender 
have five or more boosts (a highly 
unlikely situation), only the player 
with the higher number of boosts can 
re-roll the D20. 

If they both have five or more boosts, 
and they have the very same number 
of boosts, they simply roll the D20 and 
neither player can re-roll it, as their 
advantages cancel each other out.
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This concludes the rules for Loka, and in 
the following pages you will find some 
suggested Loka variants, as well as the 
rules of normal chess. 

It is worth noting that you do not need 
to use all of the rules of Loka at the same 
time, and you can instead look at them as 
bolt-on levels of complexity that you can 
strip off the game one at a time. 

For example, you might not want to use 
any terrain on the board and skip that 
section of the rules altogether. 

Alternatively, you might decide not to 
use the combat system and simply allow 
pieces that attack to win the combat, 
just like in normal chess (and you can 
consequently reintroduce the rules for 
check, checkmate and stalemate,  
or not – it’s up to you!). 

This flexibility allows you to make the 
gaming experience more suitable to your  
taste. It also makes it easier to both learn 
the game and to teach it to other people.

The Bolt-on Approach

Kingly Duel
If a King is attacking an enemy King, this 
momentous duel is always resolved in a 
highly ritualized manner and no interference 
is tolerated – this works in a rather different 
manner from a normal combat. In a Kingly 
Duel, regardless of who is actually attacking, 
there is no Attacker and Defender, and no 
boosts of any type apply. Both Kings simply 
roll a D20 – the highest scorer wins and slays 
the enemy. Any drawn results (including 
double 1) are immediately rolled again – 
there can be no draw!

In the tradition of 
fantasy wargaming, 
some players may 
want to paint their 
Loka armies, as 
shown in the picture. 

Don’t they look 
awesome?!
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Loka Variants
two-player loka
Loka can be played and enjoyed by two 
players. Simply one player controls the 
forces of Evil (Fire and Water), while the 
other player controls the forces of Good 
(Earth and Air). Everything else remains  
the same. 

Alternatively, if players have bought Army 
Sets to expand their armies (and so have now 
more than one King) they can play this game 
with two of the same armies each. So, for 
example, one player controls two Fire armies 
and the other controls two Air armies, 
deploying the second Air army where the 
Earth army should be and the second Fire 
army where the Water army should be.

three-player loka
If there are three players, one player will 
control either the forces of Good or the 
forces of Evil, and the other two players  
will form the enemy team and control  
one army each. 

This obviously offers an advantage to the 
player that is controlling two armies, as there 
are no problems of communication there. 

To offset this advantage we recommend 
reducing the points total of his armies by 
around 25%. For example, if the forces of 
Good are controlled by two players, and 
they each have 160 points armies, the forces 
of Evil, under the control of a single evil 
overlord would be 120 points each. 

reverse of the loka board  
(normal chessboard) 
The board of Loka has a normal chessboard 
on the back, allowing you a vast variety of 
gaming experiences.

Chess
You can simply play normal chess, by using 
only one king and queen per side and 
combining the Good and Evil forces into 
two, multi-coloured, normal chess sets, as 
shown in the picture below. 

A normal chess board set up 
using the Loka miniatures.
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faCe-Off	lOKa
‘Face-off Loka’ is a way for two players to 
play Loka on a normal chessboard. Once 
again, each player controls either the forces 
of Good, under the command of a single 
King (either Air or Earth) or the forces of 
Evil with only one King (Fire or Water). 
Then follow this sequence: 

Each player picks an army to an agreed 
points value (say 300 points per side), just 
like in Loka, except that Bishops are worth 
30 points rather than 40. This army can be 
made of mixed pieces of the two colours the 
player commands, or just pieces of a single 
colour if you prefer and you have enough 
available. Remember, in either case,  
you only have one King. 

Each player places two terrain tiles on the 
board, using a D8 to both select the terrain 
tile and to generate the coordinates to place 
it on the board. The first roll generates the 
row, the second the column, as normal. 

Play Loka as normal, except that the ‘back 
to back’ rule cannot apply and promotion 
works as in normal chess. And of course, you 
only need to kill the one enemy King to win 
the game! 

massive	Battles!
The chessboards on the back of the 
Loka boards have no frame. This is quite 
intentional, as it allows you to put two or 
more of them right next to one another, 
forming larger battlefields. This allows 
you to play Face-off Loka on a gargantuan 
scale, with massive armies clashing over 
very, very large battlefields. 

We plan to cover these super-battles in 
more details in one of our expansions.  
As well as massive battles, we are 
planning other expansions to add 
elemental powers to each of the 
factions, to allow for campaign games 
and to introduce new factions and other 
powerful gaming pieces.

expanding your armies
The models used in Loka are also  
available in separate Loka Army sets.  
They are perfect for you to make your 
own fantastical chess set, to play games  
of Loka with more points and more 
pieces, to play huge Loka battles on  
four chessboards or even to include in 
your army for Kings of War or other 
fantasy wargames.

Loka Army Sets
Loka Armies are available from you local 
friendly gaming store or directly from 
Mantic, for both stores and the public, at:

www.manticgames.com

Each Army Set 
contains 18 models. ×8 ×2 ×2 ×2 ×2×2
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The North of Loka is a frigid tundra, reigned over by the Unliving King  

of Jala. This evil creature has harnessed the elemental energy of  Water  

and has frozen it with the eternal cold and malice of his unbeating heart. 

Jala’s vast conquering armies are comprised of cursed, animated corpses.

JALA - The Frozen Waters

Box Contents This box contains 18 finely detailed plastic models. They can be used as a stand-

alone chess set (including a spare King!), or to expand your army in games of 

Loka, or indeed for any fantasy wargame. Miniatures supplied unpainted. 
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In the South of Loka, the King of Agni wields the destructive power of the Fire 

element, ruling over a barren ash desert. Out of the black smoke of its many 

volcanoes, the fire-devils of Agni pour forth into the neighbouring realms, 

burning and razing all in front of them like an unstoppable tide of lava. 

AGNI - The Land of Fire

Box Contents 

This box contains 18 finely detailed plastic models. They can be used as a stand-

alone chess set (including a spare King!), or to expand your army in games of 

Loka, or indeed for any fantasy wargame. Miniatures supplied unpainted. 
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In the West of Loka is the verdant Forest of Prithvi, whose benevolent King 
is a master of the elemental power of Earth. When Prithvi’s wooden glades 
are invaded, they react with all of the wild fury of a wounded beast, and the 
life-giving magic of Earth turns into an unrelenting force of destruction.

PRITHVI - The Earth-Kingdom

Box Contents 

This box contains 18 finely detailed plastic models. They can be used as a stand-
alone chess set (including a spare King!), or to expand your army in games of 
Loka, or indeed for any fantasy wargame. Miniatures supplied unpainted. 

King

×2

PRITHVI 
The Earth-Kingdom
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Starting with white, the players alternate 
making a move. A move consists of moving 
one of the pieces of the player to a different 
square, following the rules of movement for 
that piece (see below).

A player can take an enemy piece by moving 
one of his own pieces to the square that 
contains such enemy piece. The enemy piece 
is removed from the board, and is out of play 
for the rest of the game.

MoVEMEnT oF THE PiECES
In general, chess pieces may not jump over 
other pieces as they move. This means that all 
squares between the square where the piece 
starts its move and where the piece ends its 
move must be empty. However, a piece may 
end its move in a square that contains an 
enemy piece, taking this piece. The square 
where the piece ends his move may never 
contain a friendly piece. 

King
The king moves one square in any direction, 
horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.

rOOK	
The rook moves in a straight line, 
horizontally or vertically. 

BishOp
The bishop moves in a straight diagonal line.

Queen
The queen moves in any straight line, 
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal.

As shown in the diagram, on the first  
row we have the following white pieces 
(from left to right): rook, knight, bishop, 
queen, king, bishop, knight, and rook.  
The same disposition of black pieces is on 
the eighth row. Then there are eight white 
pawns on the second row and eight black 
pawns on the seventh row. Note that each 
queen starts on a square of its own colour, 
and that the board is placed with a white 
square in each player’s right hand corner. 

Rules of Chess
Chess is a game for two players. One player has the white (light) pieces; 
the other has the black (dark) pieces. Each player has 16 pieces: 1 king,  
1 queen, 2 bishops, 2 knights, 2 rooks, and 8 pawns. The game is played 
on a chessboard divided into 64 squares: eight rows and eight columns.  
The squares are alternately light and dark.  

The diagram above shows the 
initial position of the pieces. 
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Knight
The knight makes an L-shaped move that 
consists of first two steps in a horizontal or 
vertical direction, and then one step in a 
direction perpendicular to the first part of 
the move (see diagram). Also, the knight is 
allowed to jump other pieces. 

In other words, the squares that the knight 
passes over as it moves can be occupied by 
other pieces. For example, white can start 
the game by moving his knight from the first 
row to the third row, jumping the white 
pawns in front. 

The pieces that are jumped over are not 
affected by the knight. As normal, a knight 
takes an enemy piece by moving to the 
square that contains that piece and cannot 
end its move on a square occupied by a 
friendly piece. 

pawn
The pawn moves forward and takes 
diagonally, as follows: 

When a pawn does not take, it moves one 
square straight forward. 

On its first move in the game, however, 
a pawn may choose to move two squares 
straight forward.

When taking, the pawn moves one square 
diagonally forward. 

board edge

King Movement Rook Movement Bishop Movement

Queen Movement Knight Movement Pawn Movement
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White makes a castling move so that its rook 
moves two squares (short castling) and then 
Black makes a castling move that sees his rook 
moving three squares (long castling).

There is one special rule, called taking  
en-passant. When a pawn moves two squares 
from the second row to the fourth row, and 
there is an enemy pawn on an adjacent square 
on the fourth row, then this enemy pawn in 
the next move may move diagonally to the 
square that was passed over by the pawn 
that moved two squares, which is on the 
third row. In this same move, the pawn that 
moved two squares is taken. This en-passant 
move must be made immediately after the 
double move: if the player who could take 
en-passant does not do this in the first move 
after the double move, this pawn cannot be 
taken anymore by an en-passant move. 

A pawn moves double, and is then taken 
en-passant.

Pawns that reach the last row of the board 
are promoted. When a player moves a pawn 
to the last row of the board, he replaces the 
pawn with a friendly queen, rook, knight, 
or bishop. It is not required that the pawn is 
promoted to a piece that was already taken, 
so it is for example possible that a player has 
two (or more!) queens at the same time.

CASTLinG 
A king and rook can move simultaneously in 
a single move, called castling. This move can 
be made as long as: 

•	 All squares between the rook and king  
are empty. 

•	 The king has not moved yet. 

•	 The rook has not moved yet. 

•	 The king is not in check. 

•	 During the castling move, the king does 
not move over or to a square that is 
threatened by an enemy piece. 

In other words, when castling, there may not 
be an enemy piece that can move (in case of 
pawns, by diagonal movement) to a square 
that is moved over by the king, and you may 
not castle and end the move with the king  
in check. 

When castling, the king moves two squares 
towards the rook, and the rook moves over 
the king to the square on the king’s other 
side, as shown in the examples below.

Pawn taking en-passant sequence
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CHECK

When a player moves a piece so that in 
its next move that piece could take the 
enemy king, that king is said to be in check. 
The player doing this announces it to the 
opponent by saying ‘check’. For example, 
black moves his queen to a position such that 
if white doesn’t do anything about it, the 
black queen could take the white king in the 
next move. The black queen in the example 
is said to be giving check. The player whose 
king is in check must remove the check in 
his next move. This can be done in three 
different ways: 

1. Move the king to a square where it is not 
in check. 

2. Take the piece giving the check. 

3. Move a piece between the king and the 
piece giving the check (this is not possible 
against a check from a knight). 

Players are not allowed to make a move that 
puts their king in check. If a player accidently 
tries to make such a move, he must take the 
move back and make another move.

CHECKMATE
When a player’s king is in check, and the 
player cannot make a move so that his 
king is no longer in check, then the king 
is checkmated. The player whose king is 
checkmated loses the game. 

CHECK, CHECKMATE & STALEMATE

oTHER RULES

Touching Pieces
When a player touches one of his own 
pieces, he must make a legal move with 
it, if possible. When a player touches an 
enemy piece, he must take it, if possible. 

Surrendering and  
proposing a draw 

A player can surrender at any time by 
knocking down his own king, in which 
case he loses automatically. 

After making a move, a player can propose 
a draw. The opponent can either accept, 
in which case the game ends as a draw, or 
refuse, in which case the game continues. 

Automatic draw
If the same position with the same player 
to move is repeated three times in the 
game, or if there have been 50 consecutive 
moves of white and of black without 
any piece taken or any pawn moved, the 
player to move can claim a draw. 

board edge

board edge

board edge

board edge

STALEMATE
When a player cannot make any legal move, 
but he is not in check, his king is said to be 
stalemated. In a case of a stalemate, the game 
ends in a draw. 

White has moved and checkmated

It’s Black turn to 
move – stalemate.
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Special Thanks
A big thank you to everyone who supported Loka during the 
Kickstarter campaign - we did it!

Aaron Peters • Aaron ‘saor alba’ Young • Aaron Sprague • Aaron Wong • Gemma Jones • Abel Menechella • Adam Crosby • Adam Burley •  

Adam Conlan • Adam Everman • Adam Frandsen • Adam Glickman • Adam Souza • Adrian K. Cromar • Adrian Williams • Agustin “El 

Abuelo” Martinez • Ajay Sisodiya • Albert Espino • Albert Plana Mallorquí • Aldermac • Alex Barkley • Alex Brock • Alexander Cunningham •  

Alexander Forsyth • Alexandre • Ammon Redman • Andre NJ Hodges • André Winter • Andrea Sargon Cupido • Andreas Looser •  

Andrew Davies • Andrew Don • Andrew Ervin • Andrew Gribben • Andrew Hayford • Andrew Iverson • Andrew Sherman (Ohiohammer) • 

Andrew Thomas Chapman • Andy “Canucci Jackson” Goldman • Andy Delve • Andy Mihok • Andy Warta • Angel Robles • Ania Kwak •  

Anish • Anthony Dalo • Antonia Vogel • Apnan • Arbra Strong • Aristedes Hristopoulos • Arkenal • Asbjørn-Heike Hagen • Aslain Kheog • B13man 

• Ben Boersma • Ben Marquette • Ben Sanchez • Ben Schiltmeijer • Ben ‘The Rat’ Burns • Ben Woodhead • Benjamin Bonadore • Benjamin 

Glover • Bernard Jackson II • Bevan Timm • Big Bad Bossman • Bill Glasgow • Bill Sullivan • Björn Bonten • Björn floderus •  BlackEagleBR • 

Bob Phillips • Bolognesus • Boogie • Boris Pöhlmann • Bradley Eng-Kohn • Brandon Knueppel • Brannick Perkins • Brett David Spain • Brett 

Haskell • Brett Ridley • Brian Pearsall • Brody Kramer • Brooks “The Rook” Murrell • C C Magnus Gustavsson • Caleb Scrivner • Carlos Manuel 

C. Sandico IV, MD • Carthagenj • Cass Towns • Chad Thomas Pleiman • Charles Bateson • Charles Derrah • Charles Sherwood Morrill • Charlie 

St Clair • Chris Claysmith • Chris D H Bonn • Chris Farrell • Chris Godden • Chris Hoffman • Chris Hombsch • Chris Kawecki • Chris Pearson 

• Chris Pudney • Christian Melson • Christian Nord • Christian Schlumpberger • Christian Torrent • Christof Smolinsky • Christopher Bowler • 

Christopher Cowles • Christopher Daw • Christopher Marshall • Christopher Prince • Christopher Rett • Christopher Rouse • Christopher Soon 

• Christopher Tamplin • Christopher Taylor • Claudio “Elemmir” Caceres • Clwe • Code Decode • Colin Peake • Collin B. Morrow • Connor 

Kirkland • Connor Plas • Corey Squire • Cory Cook • Cory Willard • Costa Petroutsas • Craig Hackl • Craig Sniffen • Cristiano Cozzolino 

• Crosley • Cullin Cameron-Gardner • Cydalone • D. Braza • Dale Robinson • Dale Skinner • Damian Ashcroft • Damien Suchier • Damon 

Richardson • Dan & Monique Baines • Dan Leighly • Dan Templeton • Arch-Fiend of Worthing •  Daniel “Banjax” Becker • Daniel “Darklord” King 

• Daniel Ferreira Caldas • Daniel Herrero Mayo • Daniel Louzau • Daniel Pallos • Daniel Smith •  Daniel Snyder • Daniel Wichmann • Daniel 

Yankowsky • Daniele Grasso • Danny Lam • Darin Bufkin • Darrell “Darsc Zacal” Schmidt • Darryl Jam • Dave Polhill • David Avery • David 

Baxter • David Chervanik • David Davidson • David Doucey • David Dykes • David Head • David Karoski • David Leiendecker • David Lemoine 

• David Levesque • David Morris • David Reidy • David Sternis • DD Brown • Dean Konti • Dean Vigoren • Deansy • Dennis Barter • Dennis 

Randle • Derrick Kong • Donald Lovejoy • Donald W Mabee Jr • Dorothy P. • Doug Newton-Walters • Dr.Pocheng@ • DS Kelly • Dubois Eric 

(nounours) • Durred Francher II • Dustin Frigy • Dustin Kane • Dutchy • Dwarven Ranger •  Dylan Gould • Earl Walters • Ed Snowdon • Eddie 

Beal • Edward “BlackEd” Nelson • Edwin Arneson • Eike & Sven • Einar Fagerdal Karlsen •  Emilio Arbasino • Enrico Gandolfi • Eric “Bigchoppa” 

Cheong • Eric Bonny • Eric Bryson • Eric Hindley • Eric Ladd • Eric Landes • Eric Nielsen • Erik Aukner • Erik Walton • Erika Anderson •	

erikweyl@aol.com • Ernesto E. Cruz García • Evarie Green • FirstNight • Florian Bardi • Foo Chee Guan • Francis Rigby • Francisco Sepulveda •
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Frank Scali Jr. • Frédéric Fiquet • G L Leech • G&T • Gabieo • Gaebril • Gahau • GainXS • Garreth Moreton • Gary Ford • Gary Holden • Gazz 

Hayes • Gemma Jones • Geoff Core • Geoff O’Hara • George A. Ramos • Gerald Linhofer • Gerard O’Brien • Gilles Plamondon • Gingerk1d 

• Giulio B • Giuseppe Chiafele • Glenn Matthews • Glenn Mochon • Gorgerak • Graeme O’Neil • Graeme Rigg • Graham Sim •  Graham 

Smallwood • Grant Mahoney • Greg Downing • Guillaume Goron • Hannes Rosner • Hernán Cortés ‘Tristam’ • Hisam S. Goueli • Holger Presch 

• Hugh Wyeth • Huillam • Hyathin • Ian Arentz • Ian Hayward • Ian Torwick • Ilankathor • Isaac Bowley • Ivano Venturi • J. Gaines • J. Marcelo 

Melo • J. Quincy Sperber • Jack Mottershead • Jacques Doerig • Jake OBrien • James C. Kelly • James Forshaw • James Green • James Lane • 

James Marsters • James Shields • James Williams • Jamie Reeves • Jamie Searle • Jared Voshall • Jason Chen • Jason Cheung • Jason Dyke • Jason 

Janscak • Jason Kimbro • Jason Lane • Jason Rzasa • Jason Salem • Jason Smiddie • Jason Webster • Jay Farley • Jay LeDou • Jean-Baptiste Koch • 

Jean-Michel Daoudi • Jebus • Jeff King • Jeff Neely • Jeff Smith • Jeffery A. Yelton • Jeffery K Chandler II • Jeffery Richard Hildebrand • Jeremey 

M. Davis • Jeremy Fridy • Jeremy Geib • Jeremy Harrison • Jeremy Hendrix • Jeremy Henry • Jeremy Kenneth Colton Chamberlin • Jeremy 

Turner •  Jesper Nøhr • Jesse, Jon, and PJ • Jester! • Jim Bennie • Jim Cockburn • jimcook • Jimmy “Da Purple” Reynolds • Joab Stieglitz • Joe 

Barth • Joe Fusion • Joel DeRossett • Joel Downie • Joerg Gering • John “Deth” Weaver • John Austin • John Doherty • John Drinkwater • John L. 

Martin • John Lambert • John Lampe • John Roda • John Sharman • John YW Gibson • Jon Finn • Jonatan Rullman • Jonathan Finnegan • Jonathan 

Haythornthwaite • Jonathan Nicholls • Jonno M, Jordan Lane • José Angel Morales Grela • Jose Antonio Melgar Montero • Joseph “The Archfiend” 

Zipprich • Joseph B. Prozinski • Joseph Bozarth • Joseph R. Francis III • Joseph Scott • Joshua Adam Eastman • Joshua Avery • Joshua Boetcher • 

Joshua Fornelli • Joshua Hoffman • Joshua Rogers • Joshua Stoltz • Joshua Thompson • Julian Chan • Julien Gautier • Jürgen Hauser • Kai Pusch 

• Kane McDonald • Kasper Troelsen • Keitaro Katsuta • Keith Morrell • Keith Mullumby • Keloran • Kelvin “Pwno” Marn • Kent Jansson • Kevin 

D. Price • Kevin Roust • Kirk Damman • Konstantin Zann • Kris Poppleston (Asurion Whitestar) • Kris Richardson • Kristian Carlson • Kurtess 

Mortensen • Kurtis Bohanon • Kyle Adams • Lachlan J MacPherson • Lachlan Jones • Lachlann CJ Lindsay • Lance Freeman • Larry Curtiss • 

Larry Yakowenko • Laurent Macabet • Lee Holmes • Lee Montgomery • Lee Newsum • Lee Wendel • Leland Flynn • Len Wasserman • Leon Jesso 

•  Leon Noel • Leon Wragg • Lisa Mastriano • Logan Teske • Lord Arach • Louis Meyer • Lucas Giraldi • Lucas Joyce • Lukasz Knap • Luke Aden 

Sims • Lupe & Allen Emlet • Magnus Konze • Mal Brick • Malcolm G. Brown • Malte Hansson • Mandos • Mar Kruse • Marc Vandamme • Mari 

T Hernandez • Marian Bohacik • Mark & Collin Zielinski • Mark Anthony Rosado • Mark Bisignano • Mark Cardiff • Mark Hurst • Mark Macza 

• Mark Nelson • Mark Peter Hoelscher • Mark Robertson • Mark Vabulas • Martin Höglund • Massimo “Rolex” Rolli • Mat C. • Mathew Wells 

• Matt & Aiden Strange • Matt Gordon ‘93 • Matt Lee (mattl) • Matt Leveque • Matt Smith • Matteo Fago Golfarelli • Matthew “Blaster” Shelby 

• Matthew Flynn • Matthew Glowka • Matthew J Blum • Matthew James • Mattia Sappa • Mattyboy • Maurice Schekkerman • Max Williams • 

Melody • Meredith L Brown • Michael “the M-man” Little • Michael Dennis Dunsmore • Michael Glaeser • Michael Hill • Michael Lee Campbell 

• Michael Magliocca • Michael Murray • Michael Purgar • Michael Rohde • Michael Smith • Michael Snyder • Michael Van der Wiele • Michael 

Weier • Micheal dj Beverstock • Michelle Farnsworth • Mike “The” Wolff • Mike & Holli Watne • Mike Maxson • Mirko Hagemann • Morgan W. 

Gray • Morten Schei a.k.a.,Dracono • Mr James Maxwell • Mr R P Thompson • Mr S Longblack • Murray K. Dahm • Myles Alexander Clark 

• Myles Hunt • Nat Lanza • Nate Parsons • Nathaniel Dunn • NewbieFromHell • Ng Kai Teck • Nicholas Swadling • Nick Czechowski • Nick 

Morgan • Nico • NWC3 • Octavio Arango • Pablo Molina • Pablo Rambla • Panagiotis Psonis • Patrick Derry • Patrick Fowler • Patrick Zuidhof 

• Paul “Abducted” Martensson • Paul Chappell • Paul Cook • Paul Henchliffe • Paul May • Peter Douce • Peter Green - CrispyPete • Peter Hewitt 

• Peter McAndrew • Peter Ohlert • Phil Crawley • Phil White • Philip Johnson • Philip Tudball • Philipp Schröter • Philippe Ross • Phillip Pierce-

Savoie • Pierre Bedeaux • PsychoticStorm • Radwell • Raoul Hagenbeek • Rasmus Just Nielsen • Ray Culleton • Ray Hegge • Ray op’tLand • Red 

Republic Games • RedDawn • Ricardo Luna • Rich Curren • Richard Anderson • Richard Cheng • Richard Lantz • Richard M Power • Richard 

Valente • Rick Smith • Rick Wagoner • Rishi J Gandhi • Risky Steve • Robb Bush • RobBob Snyder • Robert Angliss (Neoscream) • Robert Bruce 

• Robert de Groot • Robert Faulconer • Robert J Ternes MD • Robert L. Vaughn • Robert Miner • Robur de Pupis • Rod Hart • Roisin ‘Oi Roy’ 

Lloyd • Rolf Laun • Ron Duguay • Ronald Otte • Ropya • RS Hammond • Russell Daniels • Ryan Jackson • Ryan Van de Kamp • Sam Hing • Sam 

Littell • Sami “Baragash” Mahmoud • Sandie Wilkinson • Santiago Margareto • Santino Giacalone • Sarah Hjelmstad • Scott “KillaMini’s” Myers • 

Scott “Tox” Morris • Scott “Tyrant” Harp • Scott Bono • Scott Geisler • Scott Greer • Scott Hewitt • Scott Paeth • Scott Ward • Sean McDonald 

• Sean McGeehan • Sean Southworth • Sean Whaley • Shadustain (a.k.a. CM) • Shahin “Shah” Yazdani • Shane Galvin • Shane Storey • Shard73 • 

Si Selby • Si1foo • Silas McDermott • SilverWasp • Silvio Peng • Simon Bates • Simon Daniels • Simon Klibisch • Simon Stone • Simon Withers 

• SPQRatae • Stefan Arts • Stephen Fetzer • Stephen Tavener • Stephen Terhune • Steve Hajducko • Steve Laubner • Steve Lord • Steve Piper • 

Steve Scribbins • Steve Yates • Steven Barrios • Steven Foster • Steven Kwok • Steven Lund • Stijn van Osch • Straßer “The-Everl@st” Korbinian 

• Stuart Falco • Stuart Humphreys • stubbyandanam • Supercollider • Susan Davis • Sven Tscheppainz • Ted Sowirka • Terry Hudgell • The 

Trnavskys • Thomas Faine • Thomas Furmston • Thomas Woltman • Thoughtsone • Tim Jones • Timothy Hixon • Todd W • Tomas Ryan de Heredia 

• Toubibfree76 • Travis Percival • Trisquelion • Troy Mast • Tuan Pham • Tuxedo Ian Mundt • Tyler McLaughlin • Tyson Claffey • Vasilis Xiradakis 

•  VecchioUnno • Vincent Bonanni • Volker Jacobsen • VonB • vonJunk • Walter • Walter Magoon • Warren Sistrom • Will Brown • Willem-Jan 

Bertram • William Ash • William Cassey • William Gordon • William Somers • Wim Driessens • Wolfgang Weber • Wyatt McCuen • Wyrmling • 

Xander • Xavier & Logan baughman • Zach Smith • Zach Stock • Zachary Nance • Ze German 2 • Zoe Tsang • zurotzu
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